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of such hazards. Some patient, fumbling excavator will
happen on our least considered relics and build the dizziest
conjectures on them. They will be hard, durable articles,
of course. For all the flimsy things that are most typical of
us will perish. Our books will all have gone; so will our
pictures (which is, perhaps, as well), to say nothing of our
music, briar pipes, arm-chairs, brassies, fishing-rods, window-
frames, footballs, and wall-paper. What remains ? Some
isolated cache of discarded razor-blades will disclose a
shadowy presence on the haunted sites of our deserted cities.
Or the questing spade will turn up a rusting and congealed
accumulation of used gramophone-needles; flushed scientists
will pass them reverently from hand to hand, whilst a pro-
tracted controversy reconstructs our lives from these imper-
fect data. One cannot think that, from the information at
its command, posterity will envy us. ... It is an odd
reflection, which I commend to archaeologists, that we
almost invariably misconstrue the past through missing its
perishable items. From Rome, which we recall as a grim
citadel of imperishable materials, was not all bronze and
marble. Yet it is only in our steel and stone and iron that
we shall survive.
That fate, undoubtedly, will be ours one day ; and when
it comes, a well-wisher may be excused for hoping that, for
America's sake, it will be remembered by its railway-
stations. Better by these, perhaps, than by the writings of
Miss Gertrude Stein. Ford cars will perish like the grass;
the saxophone corrodes and moulders; and typewriters
vanish with the snows of yester-year. So will cash-registers,
Kodaks, and bound volumes of the Proceedings of learned
societies. But somewhere, I trust, an unborn excavator's
hand will lay bare the Union Station. Science, of course,
will err (after an unsuccessful effort to connect the edifice
with some form of public worship) in supposing that the dim
generation of twentieth-century Americans passed their
whole lives in catching trains (for the railway-station will
perform for them the same misleading function as the

